
by Fern Richie, DSN, RN, APRN-BC

“Isolated, invisible, and 
discounted.” Sharon Adkins, 
MSN, RN, Tennessee Nurses 
Association Executive Director, 
remembers with anguish the 
24 hours she spent hospitalized 
following a surgical procedure. 
During this time, a nurse never 
touched her. She says the nurses 
were very proficient with 
their use of technology–the 
pumps, the monitoring devices, 
and such. “Already feeling 
vulnerable,” Adkins said, “the 
lack of human connection closed the door” on her asking 
questions about her post-operative care. “It would have 
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High-Tech and High-Touch: It Doesn’t Just Happen

Fern Richie

I Am TNA
by Somer Young, BSN, RN

Surprised is an understatement 
of my reaction when asked to 
write an “I am TNA” article. As I 
heard myself excitedly accepting 
the challenge, all that was going 
through my mind was “But am 
I TNA?” I have read enough of 
the articles to realize I had just 
gotten in over my head. This 
is considering all those I’ve 
read were written by successful 
experienced nurses, with most 
listing extra letters after their 
names. Plus, the articles usually 
detail the writer’s contributions to nursing and how TNA 
aided in the process. Well, I am a 23-year-old new graduate 
with only eight months under my belt. Therefore, and as 
I am reminded quite frequently, I am a young new nurse 
with hardly any professional experience.

Feeling overwhelmed and out of my element are not 
novel feelings; I am a new nurse after all. However, 
to say I have grown comfortable with the nauseating 
butterflies that come hand in hand with a mild stutter, is an 
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been so easy to touch, to meet such an essential human 
need,” she notes.

She is quick to add that nursing practice has been 
revolutionized by the impact of technology. Technology 
has enhanced nurses’ ability to be more efficient, to make 
procedures less invasive, more comfortable and private, 
and more cost-effective. But how can nurses remain 
person-focused amidst all the technology that makes our 
work so much more efficient and effective?

Not all patients experience these feelings of isolation 
and being discounted. Leo Lindsay, MSN, MPH, RN, 
a TNA District 3 member, shares a story that is in stark 
contrast to that of Adkins’. Poised to undergo a second 
operation for retinal detachment, he was comforted by 
the nurse anesthetist who told him she would be holding 
his hand throughout the procedure. “Eye surgery is pretty 
intimidating,” Lindsay recalls, “and this nurse’s approach 
worked for me for two reasons.”

He goes on to say that the anesthetist told him 
to squeeze her hand if he began to feel pain, and 
that she would respond by adjusting the anesthesia 
via the technological apparatus. Her approach was 
a very effective pain management strategy, but 
this human connection of holding Lindsay’s hand 
also comforted and relaxed him. This interactive 
process –nurse and patient working together–leaves 
the patient with an entirely different perspective on 
the outcome of the nursing care they received.

It is important to note that patients (and their 
families) support and expect nurses to be proficient 
in their use of technology in the health care 
setting, but they also expect nurses to be the caring 
interface between technology and the patient. 
Indeed, many recent innovations challenge nurses 

to think of new and different ways to practice the art of 
nursing. Nurses believe that healing requires human touch, 
if not literally, then in the nurse’s bearing witness to the 
patient’s experience, to our being present to the patient. 
We know that we are fully present to patients when they 
express that they feel understood and supported. When we 
factor in the inherent risks of potentially dehumanizing 
effects of technology, it becomes even more important 
that nurses address the personal component. A walk down 
a hospital corridor reveals nurses gazing onto computer 
screens–noting pertinent lab values, checking physician 
orders, entering vital signs and other clinical data. But, are 
we likewise looking into the eyes of our patients? Looking 
to detect any sign of anxiety, fear, helplessness, or despair?

Some would contend that it is an either-or dilemma–
nurses must focus on the emerging technology at the 
expense of the humanistic element of nursing. This 
suggests that technology and humanism are diametrically 
opposed to one another. Nurse Edwina McConnell rejects 
this notion and emphasizes that health care technology is 
inherently neither “good” nor “bad.” She points out that 
the nurse is at the midpoint of this technology-humanism 
dualism, but that facilitating the coalescence of these 
doesn’t just happen nor does it come easily. McConnell 
writes that it requires both caring and expertise, and is 
facilitated by education, clinical practice, research, and 
administrative considerations. What might some of these 
be?

The American Association of Colleges of Nursing has 
developed Guidelines for Incorporating Technology into 
Professional Nursing Education to address the importance 
of nurses gaining knowledge needed to use devices, as 
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well as the clinical judgments and skills inherent in their 
safe and appropriate use. Further, nursing education must 
address ethics and values as they relate to information 
processing and the delivery of care.

Nurse managers and administrators are responsible for 
fostering the environments in which patient-centered and 
technologically competent nursing care can be provided. 
Systems in which communications between administration 
and staff incorporate humanistic ideals of respect, 
trust, and autonomy will contribute to the nurse-patient 
relationship. Ongoing staff development must be a priority 
to help nurses not only become and remain competent with 
the technology we use, but also become more adept at 
identifying and meeting emotional needs of the patient.

McConnell reminds us of the importance of integrating 
the patient’s perspective and lived experience with 
technology as a component of nursing research regarding 
technology and nursing practice. The use of including 
patients in technology assessment research is increasingly 
emphasized and will serve to promote a more humanized 
delivery of nursing care based on research findings.

Nurses must always remember that the patient’s well 
being drives the choice of technologic intervention. 
Psychological, as well as physiological conditions, in 
conjunction with relevant policies as procedures, must be 
examined in light of these choices.

Psychologist Barry Schwartz asserts that practical 
wisdom is the master virtue essential to solving problems 
and conflicts in the workplace. He identifies the “moral 
will to do the job right,” and the “moral skill to figure 
out how to do it right” as essential traits that must be 
developed for those of us who care for other human 
beings. Schwartz challenges us to look to wise teachers 
for mentoring. Who in your workplace seems to integrate 
both technology and humanism in ways that work for both 
patient and nurse? Who shows both the moral will and 
moral skill to achieve the very best outcomes for patients? 
Are these persons celebrated for their successes? What can 
we learn from them? How can we provide a more seamless 
delivery of nursing care that incorporates technology and 
attention to the human needs? If you have thoughts about 
these questions, the Tennessee Nurse wants to hear from 
you. And if you know of nurses who are good role models 
for integrating technology and the human element or care, 
please let us know who these are! We want to identify and 
celebrate them via the Tennessee Nurse! Please forward 
your comments to cglass@tnaonline.org.

DCI currently has openings in Nashville
RN Nurse Manager
Acute and Staff RN
Dialysis Clinic, Inc.

A Non-Profit Corporation

Contact Olivia.Gilliam@dciinc.org  •  615-890-7741
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From the President

Lena Patterson

United We Stand, 
Divided We Will Fall
by Lena Patterson, MSN, RN, APRN, BC, CCNS

Nurses, the power is in our 
united voices. Today nursing 
is a respected profession in 
which nurses are revered as 
professionals. This comes as 
the result of decades of tireless 
service by many courageous and 
dedicated nurses and friends of 
nursing. It is because of these 
ongoing efforts, at both the 
national and state levels, that we 
have been victorious in gaining 
the privileges to practice as we 
currently do. The future of our 
practice depends on the strategic proficiency in which we 
approach never ending challenges.

The nursing profession “is the protection, promotion, 
and optimization of health and abilities, prevention of 
illness and injury, alleviation of suffering through the 
diagnosis and treatment of human response, and advocacy 
in the care of individuals, families, communities, and 
populations,” as specifically defined by the American 
Nurses Association (ANA). Webster’s dictionary generally 
defines a profession as “a calling requiring specialized 
knowledge and often long and intensive academic 
preparation.” It also lists medicine and law as examples 
of professions. To have nursing considered among these 
professions after many years is indeed an accomplishment. 
Gaberson and Oermann (2010) state “Nursing is a 
professional discipline.” They further define a professional 
as “an individual who possesses expert knowledge and skill 
in a specific domain, acquired through formal education in 
institutions of higher learning and through experience, and 
who uses that knowlwdge and skill on behalf of society by 

serving specified clients.” It is difficult to deny nursing as a 
professional discipline with such an astute, comprehensive 
definition. Still, there are some who do not agree nursing 
deserves similar consideration as medicine.

Duffy, Dresser and Fulton (2007) promote the idea 
that getting involved in professional organizations can 
be helpful in the overall advancement of the nursing 
profession, which also promotes self-development, and 
ultimately the improvement of patient care. There are many 
organizations from which to choose, each with its own 
purpose: Profession-Based Organizations (ANA, TNA…), 
Multidisciplinary Organizations (SCCM, AHA, ADA…), 
Role-Based Organizations (NACNS, NNSDO, AONE, 
TONE…), and Population-Based Organizations (AACN, 
ONS, WOCN, APNA, AORN…). Each organization has 
its own mission statement and primary drive. For this 
reason, it is often advantageous to maintain membership in 
multiple categories of organizations leading to development 
opportunities for a well-rounded professional.

TNA and ANA are examples of profession based 
organizations which have a specific role in advancing 
the profession of nursing by generating and capitalizing 
on the financial, political, and intellectual power of 
the membership. The larger the membership, the more 
powerful the influence on the legislature and among 
stakeholders. Active membership in these organizations 
influences patient care and the overall nursing profession 
by making the members’ views known. TNA and ANA 
amplify the unified voices of its members through 
advocacy. Resources are combined to effect changes that 
individual professionals may not be able to accomplish.

What is the cost of being a nursing professional? What 
is the cost to practice nursing in the state of Tennessee? 
What is the cost to patients? Before making any decisions 
on a course of action, it is wise to stop and assess the 
costs. It is easy to assess the known costs such as college 
tuition, fees, and books. It is also easy to prepare for 
predictable post-graduation fees for NCLEX preparation, 
NCLEX testing and licensure. Did anyone prepare you 
for the professional cost? Are you paying your dues as a 
professional?

Why did you become a nurse? No matter if you are 
an advanced beginner with limited experience or if you 
have advanced to the opposite end of the spectrum to an 
expert with numerous years of experience, this question 
still applies. Is patient centered care, safety, and advocacy 
the compass that guides everything you do, whether in 
the acute care setting, long term care setting, an institute 
of higher learning, or in the many other fields of nursing 
available to you? Are you fulfilling your professional 
duties? Are you using your talents? These are questions 
that only you can answer for yourself.

When is the last time you read the ANA Code of Ethics? 
If you have not read it lately, it is a sobering reminder of all 
that “professional” nursing is, a responsibility to uphold. 
If you haven’t read it recently, or have to ask what I am 
referring to, go to www.nursingworld.org and read the 
Code of Ethics with interpretive statement.

The bottom line is being a nursing professional carries 
an obligation to guide the profession to maintain, and 
in some instances to establish, credibility among our 
stakeholders and legislators. This is done by the everyday 
image that you project on your job, in the way you do your 
job, and in the way that you carry yourself. However, it 
is also done in the way we communicate with our peers, 
our patients, our families, our communities, and those 
that legislate our practice. They need to hear from you, 
their constituents, who are professionals, who are also 
experts on issues concerning healthcare in general and 
nursing’s impact on patient care specifically. TNA and 
ANA understand that you share these professional ideals; 
however, your lifestyle may not afford you the time to 
become an active member. Then support us with your 
dues and membership. In this way we have your voice. 
Additionally, contact your state legislators to voice your 
views. TNA will keep you up-to-date. It takes all of us 
united to uphold the profession of nursing in Tennessee. 
It only costs $23.67/month to increase our political power. 
This is a start. We are professional nurses. United we 
stand or divided we will fall. Will you join the efforts to 
face these ongoing challenges with strategic proficiency?

By Larry Dickens, LADAC 
Case Manager, Tennessee Professional Assistance Program

Helping Hands

From the dirtiest job to the simplest task

 They do whatever they are ask

Cleaning wounds or holding hands

Doing what the job demands

Being there to lend an ear

Helping calm a patient’s fear

Standing tall when most would run

  Never quitting till the job was done

Through long hard days they’ve been right there

Devoted souls to human care

With some they laugh and some they cry

They do their best but still some die

They cannot hide from the pain they feel

Because each life they’ve touched is real

So when a life turns for the worse

GOD won’t send Angels:

He’ll send a Nurse

Are You A Member of the 
Tennessee Nurses Association?

Are You Paying Dues?
Membership in your professional organization does not happen 

automatically when you get your RN nursing license or when you 
start receiving this publication, the Tennessee Nurse. You have to 
join. You have to make a commitment that you will help support 
the organization that protects your practice and allows you to be on 
the cutting edge of what is happening in nursing both nationally and 
statewide. If you are not a member, you are missing out on valuable 
information that is available only to members of TNA. 

Do you want to see changes made 
in the way you practice?

TNA can make that happen if nurses will commit to supporting 
TNA. Numbers count at the Legislature AND the Legislature controls 
your practice. Within all practices of healthcare, there are more 
licensed nurses than any other healthcare group. That is huge when 
you think of what can be accomplished if we all come together. The 
TNA Board of Directors, (consisting of nurses just like you), invites 
you to join TNA and make a commitment to the nursing profession, 
your job and the people of the state of Tennessee. YOU CAN make 
a difference. An application for membership is in this issue, or visit 
www.tnaonline.org and click Join TNA today.
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I Am TNA
(Continued from page 1)

overstatement. I still find myself wondering “What have 
I gotten myself into?” on a near daily basis. Yet, despite 
spending most of my time since graduation delving 
into varying degrees of confusion and inadequacy, I 
can’t say I would do much differently. All new nurses 
face daunting challenges that they must overcome to 
survive within the profession. I am no different in this 
aspect. My path diverges when one takes into account 
the relativity of survival. In most cases, survival means 
to endure adverse circumstances. I did not choose 
nursing to simply endure or bear the hardships of the 
profession. I chose nursing to advocate for my patients, 
my profession and myself. It is this distinction that has 
driven me to persevere past the point of mere survival 
and into awe-inspiring circumstances.

As new graduate, I have accomplished things I 
never dreamed for my nursing career. I have traveled 
the country representing the Tennessee Association 
of Student Nurses as President. I have shared a stage 
with the Governor, State Health Commissioner and 
Presidents of TNA and ANA, speaking to over a 
thousand of my peers. I have had an article published 
in every issue of the Tennessee Nurse for the past 
year. Through these experiences, I have learned and 

progressed more than one can imagine, but all this 
comes second to the interactions and responses I have 
had with fellow nurses.

I have met some of the most influential nurses in 
the country, and before I could compliment their many 
inspiring accomplishments, they were complimenting 
me and offering support to this measly new nurse. This 
happened more times than I can accurately recall and 
always left me wondering, “Well, maybe I kept my 
nervous stutter in check” or “they probably remember 
the self doubt that comes with being a new nurse.” 
Either way, it always ends with me thinking, “I bet 
they are just being nice.” Then to my amazement, they 
would mention something specific I had said or written 
and force me to accept sincerity. I know this likely 
sounds inconsiderate. Yet we all know, the nursing 
culture can portray itself in a manner that is anything 
but sincere.

I learned this quickly, as it did not take long to 
understand that being young with big ideas can lead 
to being painted as a potential target. I have heard the 
words “Somer you are a new nurse...” more times than I 
like to admit. Yet, it would not be so bad if these words 

weren’t usually followed by an explanation about how I 
will eventually find my way in nursing, and only then 
will I understand why things are done as they are. Most 
of the time I wish I could nod my head and go along—
seeing as how it would probably make my life easier. In 
spite of knowing this, I will most likely always say or 
ask things that others find contentious.

My problem in this arena may be in the assumption 
that all nurses share a desire to understand their 
environment. While in school, curiosity is encouraged 
and supported, as sating one’s curiosity usually leads 
to improved comprehension. Unfortunately, despite an 
analytically based foundation, for many nurses it does 
not take long for complacency to blanket curiosity. I 
am not completely sure why this is, but after hearing 
“Somer you are a new nurse...” over and over again, 
I have a better idea. I believe many nurses are forced 
into complacency due to disillusionment and patterns of 
disappointment. We graduate ready to save lives only to 
be constantly reminded of our inferiority.

To combat my own feelings of inferiority and fear of 
complacency I sought out another avenue. An avenue 
where inherent curiosity is an asset rather than a source 
of contention. As I said before, I chose nursing to be an 
advocate and I don’t see the point in waiting to become 
experienced. I would rather feel what it is like to be a 
part of my profession’s progression, rather than only its 
effects. But then again, I’m a new nurse.

TNA has given me more than I can ever hope to 
repay. It is my outlet, and while amongst members, I 
feel home. My fellow members have repetitively offered 
me support and encouragement when I needed it most. 
TNA has given my ideas a safe haven after being 
stifled elsewhere. TNA has given me confidence that 
my passions contain actual substance rather than pure 
naivety. TNA has allowed me to share my excitement 
about the possibilities of nursing rather than only 
learning the status quo. TNA has allowed me purpose 
within my profession.

I am a new graduate. I have a voice. I am TNA.

Become Your Own Boss and LOVE Your NEW Nursing Career

www.nursingsuccesssystem.com
For my FREE Special Nursing Report visit me online

New Career for Nurses, 3-Day Certification Course,

Receive continuing education credit
and a new credential,

Secret to Becoming a 6-Figure Nurse Revealed Here

“America’s Favorite Nursing Educator”
Tracy McClelland Enterprise, Inc Nursing Success System

1214 North Peterson Ave Suite P
Douglas, GA 31533

866-384-8680
ycarte@windstream.net

The University of Tennessee, 
Knoxville College of Nursing

Academic Programs to Build or Enhance 
Your Nursing Career

The University of Tennessee Knoxville, College of Nursing offers unique opportunities for undergraduate 
and graduate education in nursing.  As the state’s flagship, research–intensive university, students 
have access to state-of-the-art academic resources, research opportunities, and a variety of clinical 
practice sites. The BSN and MSN programs are fully approved by the Tennessee Board of Nursing 
and accredited by the Commission on Collegiate Nursing Education (CCNE). Online offerings increase 
accessibility of selected degree programs.

Traditional BSN 
•	 Two	years	of	lower	division	prerequisite	science	and	humanities	courses	
•	 Two	years	of	upper	division	nursing	major	courses

Accelerated BSN for Students with a College Degree in Another Field
•	 Twelve	month	full-time	program	(3	semesters)	 •	 Minimal	prerequisites

RN-BSN Completion Program Offered Primarily Online
•	 Online	program	with	limited	on-site	activities	 •	 Can	be	completed	in	one	calendar	year

MSN Program Specialties
•	 Family	Nurse	Practitioner		 •	 Pediatric	Nurse	Practitioner	or	Clinical	
•	 Mental	Health	Nurse	Practitioner	or	 	 Nurse	Specialist
	 Clinical	Nurse	Specialist	 •	 Nurse	Anesthesia
•	 Nursing	Administration	 •	 Global	Disaster	Nursing
•	 Adult	Health

Doctoral Programs Offered Primarily Online
•	 Online	program	with	limited	on-site	activities
•	 Doctor	of	Philosophy	in	Nursing	(PhD)	–	accepting	applications	for	Summer	2012	
•	 Doctor	of	Nursing	Practice	(DNP)	–	accepting	applications	for	Fall	2012

For more information visit The University of Tennessee, Knoxville College of Nursing website 
at http://www.nursing.utk.edu/ or contact the Student Services office at (865) 974-7606.
The University of Tennessee is an EEO/AA/Title VI/Title IX/Section 504/ADA/ADEA institution in the provision of its 
education and employment programs and services.

888-680-6673 •  CrossroadsHospice.com/kn

Our care is designed to provide more visits on a daily basis, fewer
patients per nurse, greater monitoring, and more hand-holding
when it matters most. With one phone call, Crossroads can begin
providing all of the expertise, medications, equipment and
support for your patients.

How can your heart be
in the right place 

if the rest of you isn’t?
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What Does “Shortage” Really Mean?
by Brittany Conley, President,

Tennessee Association of Student Nurses

As students we are watching 
every move made, listening to 
every word said, and observing 
every skill or procedure we 
possibly can. We are striving to 
put all of our textbook, clinical 
and theory knowledge together 
in hopes that one day we too can 
join the profession of nursing. 
Through these observations, 
we are beginning to see some 
patterns, and as I began to 
collaborate with other students 
across the nation and those here 
in Tennessee, this same topic is popping up—Nursing 
Shortage.

According to the United States Bureau of Labor and 
Statistics, we will be short 581,520 nurses by the year 
2018. This is an issue that nursing has looked at for 
many years now. As students searching for a first time 
career, and for some a second career, the word “shortage” 
became appealing in that the idea portrayed job security. 
Unfortunately, many qualified individuals are denied their 
chance to even start in their journey to become a nurse 
because of lack of educational instructors. As we lose the 
instructors in the classroom, the ripple effect begins. With 
a decrease in instructors, you have to cut the number of 
students accepted. With a cut in the number of students 
accepted, you have a smaller number of nurses being 
introduced into the job market.

Upon graduation, we have an idea that the job market 
is wide open. However, this is where we are getting 
yet another view of the word “shortage.” This includes 
shortage in funds to hire. In October, I had the opportunity 
of talking to a National Student Nurses Association 

(NSNA) board member in a general conversation, and 
it was brought up that we keep hearing about a nursing 
shortage, but the jobs are not as easily found as we would 
have hoped. One issue we talked about was “hiring 
freeze.” We are hearing back from hospitals that they 
would love to hire us, but the funds are not available to 
pay for training of a new graduate. As I began to talk to 
other students, I heard the comments of “job experience,” 
and many positions available require a year of experience 
before applying.

As I continued to collect other students’ views of the 
nursing shortage, I was directed to the clinical setting. 
In our clinical time as students, we are seeing the strain 
of what goes on when there truly is a shortage of nurses 
on the unit. Nurses have to be pulled from float pools, 
other floors, or asked to stay for double shifts. This leads 
to fatigue, job dissatisfaction, and one of the biggest 
concerns, patient safety. We question whether it’s a matter 
of staffing, unit managing, or availability of nurses in the 
area. We also want to know what the experiences are of 
seasoned nurses concerning the nursing shortage. Are the 
above issues happening around you, and what are you or 
your facilities doing to help to resolve these concerns?

I was encouraged as I listened and participated in these 
conversations because it is not an issue that we want to 
sit around and complain about. Behind the comments, 
ideas are being formed to help deal with these situations 
and we want to hear from the nurses before us. Below is 
an email address, and I ask for your stories, comments 
and ideas of resolution. There are some things we have 
no control over such as the economy, but as I read the last 
issue of the Tennessee Nurse, I was reminded that there 
are organizations that give us a voice and support efforts 
being made to address the nursing shortage. We want a 
real life view of how this issue is affecting our profession, 
and we want to join in an effort to overcome the obstacles 
it presents. Please contact me, Brittany Conley, at 
tasnpresident@gmail.com. I will look forward to hearing 
from you.

Brittany Conley

LPN Connect – New 
Online Service 

Especially for LPNs
The Tennessee Nurses Association’s special online 

subscription service LPNConnect continues to grow! This 
product for Tennessee’s Licensed Practical Nurses includes 
online services to help LPNs stay informed on issues 
related to their nursing practice and network with other 
LPNs across the state.

LPNConnect offers subscribers 
the following benefits and 
services:

• Access to an LPN only 
password protected area 
on the TNA website at 
www.tnaonline.org that 
contains articles and 
other information of interest.

• An LPN Listserv exclusively for use by 
LPNConnect subscribers to communicate  
with other LPN subscribers by email. Topics of 
discussion on the LPNConnect Listserv may include 
questions on nursing practice, the announcement of 
meetings and events of interest to LPNs.

• A monthly LPNConnect enewsletter containing 
nursing related news.

• Webpages within the protected LPN area filled with 
other information of interest to LPNs in Tennessee, 
including important legislative information and 
updates on health policy development.

Subscriptions to LPNConnect are available for $25 
per year. LPNConnect is open to any LPN with a current 
Tennessee nursing license.

To subscribe, visit www.tnaonline.org and click 
the LPNConnect link on the left on the home page. You 
will purchase your subscription and pay online with a 
credit card through a secure form. When your payment is 
processed, you will receive an email with instructions on 
registering for your account login and password.

We need your suggestions for additional content 
to include in the LPNConnect area! Please send your 
suggestions and feedback to cglass@tnaonline.org.

Tennessee Nurses Foundation
Arthur Davis LPN to RN Scholarship Program

General Information
The Arthur Davis LPN to RN Scholarship is an 

educational scholarship for eligible licensed practical 
nurses in the State of Tennessee. The Arthur L. Davis 
Publishing Agency, Inc., publisher of TNA’s Tennessee 
Nurse, is the sole contributor to this fund. The scholarship 
is awarded once a year in the amount of $1,000.

All requests for scholarships shall be made on the 
Arthur Davis LPN to RN Scholarship Program Application 
form available from the Tennessee Nurses Foundation, 
(TNF’s contact information is below), or you can download 
it as a PDF file from the Arthur Davis LPN to RN 
Scholarship Program application link at TNA’s website, 

www.tnaonline.org. Click Tennessee Nurses Foundation 
on the home page from the list on the left and then click 
TNF Initiatives.

Approval for granting scholarships shall rest with 
the Tennessee Nurses Foundation Board of Trustees. 
Applicants must complete the application, have satisfactory 
references and agree to the terms of this scholarship 
request. A personal interview with the applicant may be 
requested by the Tennessee Nurses Foundation Board of 
Trustees.

The Arthur Davis LPN to RN Scholarship is given 
once each year in the amount of $1,000 and is intended to 
support further nursing academic achievement for licensed 
practical nurses in an accredited LPN to RN program in 
the State of Tennessee.

Applications are reviewed once each year.
The 2011 submission deadline has been extended 

until April 30, 2012. Visit www.tnaonline.org, and 
the Tennessee Nurses Foundation link, for complete 
details.

MOTLOW STATE COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
Is accepting applications for the following position: 

Director of Nursing Education and Allied Health 

Educational/Experience/Skills Requirement: 
Minimum	of	Master’s	degree	in	nursing	with	a	minimum	of	three	years	
administrative	and/or	teaching	experience	in	an	accredited	higher	educational	
nursing	program.	Current	or	eligible	for	an	active,	unencumbered	Tennessee	
registered	nursing	license	or	multistate	licensure	privilege	to	practice	as	a	
registered	nurse	in	Tennessee.	Advanced	Nursing	Certification.	Educational	
preparation	or	experience	in	teaching	and	learning	principles	including	
curriculum	development	and	administration.	Current	knowledge	of	registered	
nursing	practices	and	Advanced	Nursing	practices.

Essential Functions: Provide	direction,	coordination,	and	development	of	
the	Department	of	Nursing	&	Allied	Health	and	all	programs	sponsored	by	the	
Department	of	Nursing	&	Allied	Health.	Works	with	the	faculty	of	the	Department	
of	Nursing	&	Allied	Health	to	keep	the	curriculum	relevant	and	current	to	meet	
accreditation	standards.	Recruits,	retains,	and	evaluates	faculty	and	staff.	
Facilitates	development	of	contractual	agreements	between	the	Department	of	
Nursing	&	Allied	Health	and	clinical	agencies.	Duties	and	responsibilities	may	be	
modified	as	needs	of	the	College	may	dictate.	

Salary and Benefits:	Salary	is	commensurate	with	qualifications	and	
experience.	Position	to	be	filled	as	soon	as	possible	after	reviewing	process	
begins.	

A	Motlow	application	and	job	description	outlining	any	non-academic	
requirements	for	this	position	may	be	obtained	by	contacting	the	Human	
Resources	Office	at	the	address	indicated	below.	

To	ensure	consideration,	applicants	must	submit	an	online application,	
resume,	and	transcript(s)	to:	https://jobs.
tbr.edu or https://jobs.tbr.edu/applicants/
Central?quickFind=53779 
Human	Resources	Office,	Dept.	200	
Motlow	State	Community	College	
Telephone	(931)	393-1541,	TDD	(931)	393-1621	
E-mail:	humanresources@mscc.edu 
Website:	www.mscc.edu 
EEO/AA/ADA

The	Impaired	Professional	Program	typically	consists	of	28	days	of	
detoxification	and	residential	treatment.	During	and	upon	completion	of	
the	Impaired	Professional	Program,	when	applicable,	Focus	Healthcare	
of	Tennessee	will	provide	advocacy	for	the	patient’s	Board	of	Licensure.

Call 800-675-2041
Focus	Healthcare	of	Tennessee,	7429	Shallowford	Rd.,	Chattanooga,	TN	37421

www.focustreatmentcenter.com

Impaired Professional 
Treatment Program
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GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS
by Wilhelmina Davis, Manager, Government Affairs

We are now into the second session of the 107th 
General Assembly and legislation is beginning to move 
through the committee system and on to the floor of both 
House and Senate for consideration and debate. Every bill 
of general application has now been introduced. TNA has 
made the membership aware of bills we are tracking this 
year, as well as bills from last session still pending. Listed 
in this article are those bills TNA’s Government Affairs 
and Health Policy Committee targeted as bills of most 
significance and concern.

SB2658 sponsored by Sen. Tim Barnes and its 
companion HB2857 by Rep. Debra Maggart, seeks 
to enhance protection of healthcare providers in the 
healthcare workplace by increasing penalties for assault 
and battery by persons who intentionally or knowingly 
cause bodily injury to said worker while performing his or 
her assigned duties.

The proposed legislation would add healthcare providers 
to the existing Tennessee Code sections which address 
assault against law enforcement officers, transportation 
workers, and other public service individuals. Current law 
allows for enhanced penalties for Class A misdemeanor or 
Class B misdemeanor. Our efforts with this bill are only to 
have current language include healthcare providers, while 
acting in the discharge of the provider’s duty.

Although a number of legislators have voiced their 
opposition to this legislation, stating the reason for 
opposing as “philosophical,” these legislators believe that 
including healthcare providers to the code seeks to create 
a separate group of people to protect. TNA disagrees 
with such statements and refers to the empirical data as 
presented by credible agencies and studies. It has been 
well documented that the workers’ healthcare sector have 
the highest incidents of assault while on the job. Some of 
the data we have shared with legislators include:

• The National Institute for Occupational Safety and 
Health (NIOSH) defines workplace violence as 
any physical assault, threatening behavior or verbal 
abuse occurring in the workplace

• The healthcare sector leads all other industries, 
with 45% of all nonfatal assaults against workers 
resulting in lost work days (Bureau of Labor Statics, 
BLS)

• 2,050 assaults and violent acts were reported by 
RNs requiring an average of 4 days away from 
work (Emergency Nurses Association, ENA)

• In Tennessee in 2010, there were 369 claims made 
to workman’s compensation due to workplace 
violence

• From 2003 to 2009, eight Registered Nurses were 
fatally injured at work (BLS 2011)

• The American College of Emergency Physicians 
(ACEP) believes that optimal patient care can be 
achieved only when patients, health care workers, 
and all other persons in the emergency department 
(ED) are protected against violent acts occurring 
within the department. As such, ACEP advocates 
for increased awareness of violence against health 
care workers in the ED and for increased safety 
measures in all EDs. Further, ACEP encourages all 
states to enact legislation that provides a maximum 
category of offense and criminal penalty against 
individuals who commit violence against health 
care workers in the ED. Revised and approved by 
the ACEP Board of Directors April 2008 and 
June 2011.

TNA will continue to meet with legislators to advocate 
for the passage of SB 2658/HB2857. Our efforts to keep 
the membership informed will also be enhanced by 
the use of social media and email. It is imperative that 
legislators continue to hear from each of you, as you are 
their constituents and this legislation is much needed for 
the protection of those professionals on the front lines of 
providing healthcare.

Other bills TNA supports include the following:
SB2313 by Sen. Bell and HB2516 by Rep, Cobb – 

this legislation extends the Board of nursing and revises 

its membership. Both Senate and House Government 
Operations Committees have considered the bills and bills 
are now in the process for floor action.

SB2581 by Sen. Campfield and HB2549 by Rep. 
Hill – this legislation is an attempt to address the concerns 
brought to light during the lengthy debates around the use 
of interventional pain management. As you will recall for 
the past two years, legislation has been introduced and 
considered that would curtail the scope of practice and the 
ownership of clinics by APRNs, CRNAs, and PAs. This 
year’s language set out the following;

• Authorizes the board of nursing to provide a 
certificate of competence in interventional pain 
management to a nurse practitioner if the nurse 
practitioner provides certain evidence to the board.

• Authorizes the board of nursing to provide a 
certificate of competence in interventional pain 
management to a certified registered nurse 
anesthetist (CRNA), which will allow the CRNA to 
perform invasive procedures involving any portion 
of the spine, spinal cord, sympathetic nerves or 
block of major peripheral nerves.

• Authorizes the committee on physician assistants to 
provide a certificate of competence in interventional 
pain management to a physician assistant if the 
physician assistant provides certain evidence to the 
commission. Specifies requirements for physicians 
practicing interventional pain management.

SB3536 by Sen. Crow and HB3073 by Rep. Casada 
is legislation which allows nurse practitioners to issue 
universal do not resuscitate orders.

With the growing concerns of the over use of controlled 
substances, the Administration introduced legislation 
addressing the use of the controlled substance database. 
TNA is working with other providers and stakeholders to 
amend the bill, so that legislation when enacted will be 
applicable and workable to all parties.

SB2253 by Sen. Norris and HB2391 by Rep. 
McCormick – TN Prescription Safety Act of 2012. 
– Enacts “Tennessee Prescription Safety Act of 2012.” 
Expands and clarifies the “Controlled Substances 
Monitoring Act of 2011.” Authorizes the commissioner 
of health to promulgate rules on the sharing and 
dissemination of data and information in the database with 
other states and enter into such agreements. Requires all 
prescribers, dispensers, and physician extenders in practice 
for more than three calendar days per year in Tennessee 
to be registered in the controlled substance database. 
Requires prescribers and dispensers to submit information 
on dispensed controlled substances, including whether 
the prescription is new, the date the prescription was 
issued, and the source of payment, to the database within 
24 hours, instead of monthly. Requires the controlled 
substance database committee to review the information in 
the database and notify law enforcement of any violations 
of law. Adds to the list of who confidential database 
information may be available to and requires each database 
user to have a separate authentication access code. 
Requires prescribers and dispensers to check the controlled 
substance database prior to prescribing or dispensing a 
controlled substance at the beginning of a new treatment 
and least every six months after that.

Again this year, numerous bills have been introduced 
causing grave concerns for TNA which if enacted would 
be detrimental to the nursing scope of practice and if 
passed and enacted could be counterintuitive to the nursing 
profession, and to the safety of all Tennesseans.

TNA OPPOSES THE FOLLOWING BILLS:

SB2406 by Sen. Randy McNally and HB3406 by 
Rep. David Shepard – Adoption of rules regulating 
nurse practitioners – legislation which drastically changes 
the rules regulating nurse practitioners.  Passage of this 
legislation would eliminate the requirement that the board 
of medical examiners and the board of nursing jointly 
adopt rules to regulate supervision of nurse practitioners. 
The bill further deletes the provision that grandfathers in 
advanced practice nurses if they hold a registered nurse 
license in good standing and current national specialty 
certification in the advanced practice specialty prior to 
May 22, 2002.

• This would allow another profession, Medicine, the 
ability to determine nursing practice.

• This is an attempt by organized medicine to restrict 
the scope of APRN practice.

• The IOM report’s first recommendation is the 
removal of barriers to practice, this bill goes 
completely contrary to those recommendations.

SB2275 by Sen. Tracy and HB2558 by Rep. Sparks 
– Cosmetic Procedures – this legislation attempts to 
redefine persons who practice medicine and who may 
perform cosmetic or aesthetic procedure or treatment. 
It further seeks to redefine who may have ownership of 
facility. The bill authorizes board of medical examiners to 
promulgate rules. TNA’s concerns and opposition include 
the followings:

• NPs provide quality care…no evidence to the 
contrary

• Job loss…aestheticians who are trained to perform 
procedures will be out of work

• Increased costs of simple cosmetic procedures
• Restraint of trade
• NP owned clinics could not use supervising 

physician…would be unable to continue to provide 
cosmetic procedures.

SB3627 by Sen. Watson and  HB2801 by Rep. 
Johnson – Supervision and performance of hormone 
replacement therapy. – Allows the board to deny, revoke, 
or suspend the license of any physician who supervises a 
non-physician performing hormone replacement therapy, if 
such physician is employed by or contracted with an entity 
not owned or controlled by physicians licensed in this 
state.

SB2419 by Sen. McNally and HB2573 by Rep. Dunn 
– Federal drug indictment - emergency suspension of 
practitioner. – Authorizes the commissioner of health 
or the practitioner’s licensing board to suspend on an 
emergency basis the license of a practitioner who is 
under any state or federal indictment involving controlled 
substances.

SB2542 by Sen. Campfield and HB2672 by Rep. 
Faison – Gun ownership by applicant or insured. 
– Prohibits health care providers and facilities for 
inquiring about a patient’s or a patient’s family member’s 
firearm or ammunition ownership or storage. Allows 
emergency medical providers to inquire in cases where the 
information is necessary to treat a patient in an emergency, 
or to protect the patient or others from immediate danger. 
Prohibits insurance providers from discriminating against 
an applicant based on gun ownership.

SB2541 Bell and HB2661 Matheny, and SB2540 
Bell and HB2661 Matheny – No helmet required for 
motocycle drivers over 21. TNA opposes for the following 
reasons:

• Data shows increased brain injury and death when 
not wearing a helmet

• Increased costs to healthcare system and tax 
payers…long term costs of care for brain injured 
patients is high

• No different than requiring seat belts in autos.

As you can see, this legislative session has been and 
will continue to be a busy one–TNA needs the support of 
the membership as we advocate for the nursing profession 
and healthcare for all citizens of Tennessee.

One of the goals this year by TNA is to have as many 
Nurses as possible to visit Legislative Plaza. Thus far, 
APRNs from across the state and Nurses from Middle 
Tennessee have had their respective days on the Hill.

As we continue to inform and educate legislators of the 
profession of nursing, Wednesday, March 14, 2012, has 
been designated as East Tennessee Nurses Day on the Hill. 
We encourage those who can to join us on Capitol Hill. 
This will be an opportunity for you to visit with legislators 
and to meet staff.

Other dates and events to take place include:
Tuesday, April 10, 2012 – TNA Legislative Day on the 

Hill
Wednesday, May 2, 2012 – West Tennessee Day on 

the Hill (date subject to change if by chance session ends 
before this date)

We take this opportunity to thank each and everyone 
for your continued support of TNA’s efforts, and we hope 
to see you in Nashville.
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Stand Up! Claiming 
Our Profession
by Carole R. Myers, PhD, RN, Chair

Government Affairs & Health Policy Committee

What does it mean to be professional? A professional 
is distinguished by their mastery of a complex body of 
knowledge and skills. Professional knowledge is not 
easily understood by the general public and consequently 
can be under-appreciated. We have an obligation to our 
nursing colleagues who practice in a variety of settings 
to convey the value of our profession to the general 
public (who benefits from our specialized knowledge and 
skills), to legislators (who often make decisions about our 
profession), and to other health care providers (with whom 
we frequently interact).

What rights and responsibilities are conferred on a 
professional? Professional knowledge is validated by 
professional licensure and certification in some instances. 
In general, professionals have substantial control over 
the use of their knowledge. With the control comes an 
obligation, in the case of nursing, to use the knowledge to 
promote health and health care and do this according to 
current, applicable, and credible evidence.

A professional is committed to high-quality work and 
is guided in their work by an ethical code. Professional 
ethical codes govern behavior and are the anchors 
of social contracts. As nurses, our contract is with 

GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS
individuals, groups, and communities to practice ethically 
and with integrity. The ANA Code of Ethics is a living 
document that can only be fully appreciated when used 
on an ongoing basis to reflect on the many complex and 
challenging situations we face as nurses. In exchange for 
control over the development, use, and dissemination of 
professional knowledge and the privileges of autonomy 
and self-regulation, professionals must assure competency 
and integrity, as well as adherence to a moral obligation 
to clients. The social contract between professionals 
and clients, which delineates professional rights and 
responsibilities, entails a promise to put clients’ interests 
and protection above self-interests.

How are professionals governed? Professionals are 
governed by various entities. In Tennessee, the practice of 
professional nursing is governed by the Board of Nursing 
which solely defines the scope of practice for all nurses 
in the state. This is the case for all but three states (in 
these three states, the scope of practice for Advanced 
Practice Registered Nurses, APRNs, is authorized by 
the Board of Nursing and the Board of Medicine). The 
regulation of professional nursing by state boards and 
other entities exists in conjunction with the self-regulation 
that is characteristic of a profession. The role of a licensing 
board is not to govern or protect the profession. Instead, 
the role is to protect the public by assuring that minimum 
quality standards for practice are met. While regulating 
boards protect the interests of the public, professional 
organizations, such as the Tennessee Nurses Association, 
protect the interests of their individual members through 
legislative action, continuing education, and national 
credentialing. Although the distinction is important, the 
two are not mutually exclusive.

Although the autonomous practice of nursing as a 
profession has been emphasized thus far, this is not meant 
to negate the long-standing and growing need for the 
“collaborative care of all individuals of all ages, families, 
groups and communities, sick or well and in all settings” 
described by the International Council of Nurses. As the 
diversity of the patients we care for, the complexity of 
care and client needs, and pressures to create value by 
enhancing quality and managing costs increase, the support 
for transforming the delivery of health care services via 
highly-integrated, team-based, patient-centered care is 
gaining momentum. All of this requires interdisciplinary 
collaboration and a new commitment to focusing on what 
is best for the patient. This shift in orientation to being 
patient-centered is a departure from practices that have 
too often been provider-centric.

In Tennessee, we are at one of those critical junctures 
that prompt us to consider and advocate for our profession. 
The motivation, consistent with the definition of a 
professional, is not self-interests. My personal concern 
emanates from the threats to the relatively restrictive scope 
of practice for APRNs in Tennessee. In 25 states and the 
District of Columbia there are no statutory or regulatory 
requirements for physician collaboration, delegation, 
direction, or supervision for APRNs. Another 19 states 
require physician collaboration for APRN practice. 
Tennessee is one of three states that requires physician 
supervision, a more restrictive configuration than 
collaboration. My concern is three-fold. First, according 
to the Institute of Medicine (IOM) report on the Future 
of Nursing, “No studies suggest that APRNs are less able 
than physicians to deliver care that is safe, effective, and 
efficient or that care is better in states with more restrictive 
scope of practice regulations for APRNs,” such as we see 

in Tennessee. Secondly, in a state with relatively poor 
access to primary care and health outcomes and strong 
competition for scarce resources, it makes no sense to limit 
care provided by APRNs, given their safety and efficacy. 
Lastly, APRNs are faced with challenges to our relatively 
restricted practice. The attempts to further restrict APRN 
scope of practice in Tennessee defy trends seen across the 
country (with no documented untoward effects) and creates 
a barrier to meaningful cooperation between nurses and 
physicians at the organizational level.

What are threats we are facing? Many bills have been 
introduced this year and in years past that attempt to 
restrict the scope of practice of APRNs (specific bills are 
described in the article by Wilhelmina Davis in this issue; 
you can look-up bills’ numbers or keyword at www.capitol.
tn.gov). These bills include attempts to grant the Board of 
Medical Examiners direct jurisdiction over the regulation 
of key aspects of professional nursing practice in the state 
by prohibiting APRNs from providing legitimate services 
or only authorizing the performance of these services 
under restrictive provisions controlled by physicians. Bills 
have been introduced in an attempt to thwart the practice of 
professional nursing, despite nurses having the knowledge 
and skills and a sound evidentiary base for the provisions 
of these services. It is inappropriate for one profession to 
control another. As nurses, we must resist these efforts 
as they will disadvantage our clients and our profession. 
One way to chart our way through the turbulent times is 
to always consider are we placing patients at the center of 
our thinking and are we relying on empirical evidence.

Why is it important that all nurses stand-up to protect 
our profession? If you are not an APRN, the threats may 
seem distant and insignificant. This is dangerous thinking. If 
organized medicine is allowed to chip away at the legitimate 
practice of nursing in one area, it weakens efforts to resist 
future attempts. All nurses “should be able to practice to the 
full extent of their education and training” (according to the 
IOM recommendations). If one group of nurses is unable to 
do this, all nurses are vulnerable. Equally important is the 
reality that we cannot afford to minimize the contributions 
of nurses at a time when the need for transformation of 
the delivery of health care is so acute. We cannot meet the 
challenge of improving health and health care in Tennessee 
and across the country without a prominent role for nurses 
commensurate with their professional knowledge and skills. 
This is the essence of the premise of the Future of Nursing 
report. It is incumbent upon all of us to maximize the 
contributions of nurses to effect needed change. It is essential 
that we fully embrace our professional responsibilities and 
rights. They are inseparable and inextricably intertwined, 
just as all groups of nurses in the profession should be. How 
do you define a professional? You define a professional by 
what they know and what they do. It is clear to me what 
we must do as nurses in Tennessee. We must advocate as 
a profession to do all we can to improve health and health 
care. This includes protecting our rightful practice for the 
benefit of the individuals, groups, and communities we 
serve.

The dissemination of professional knowledge 
takes many forms. The most obvious is pre-licensure 
professional education and other forms of formal learning. 
Another way that professional knowledge is transmitted is 
through mentoring. I want to thank one of my long-term 
and valued mentors, Dava Shoffner, PhD, RN, for her 
willingness to help me in clarifying the ideas presented in 
this article. She is a true professional. Thank you Dava!

Registration is free, fast, confidential 
and easy! You will receive an e-mail 

when a new job posting matches 
your job search.
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Nurses in Northeast Tennessee Working Toward
IOM Recommendations for Many Years

by Appalachian Consortium for
Nursing Education and Practice (ACNEP)

The Institute of Medicine’s (IOM) seminal report, The 
Future of Nursing: Leading Change, Advancing Health 
in 2010, addressed recommendations that included 
increasing the number of baccalaureate and doctoral 
nursing graduates; allowing advanced practice nurses to 
practice to the upper limit of their education; allowing 
nurses to be interprofessional, collaborative leaders; 
implementing nurse residency programs; providing 
opportunities for life-long learning; and enabling nurses 
to assume leadership positions in which the outcome is 
advancing health and healthcare. In October 2011, prior 
to the annual Tennessee Nurses Association convention, 
a preconference was held to discuss this report, the 
implications of the recommendations for Tennessee, 
the preliminary findings of a statewide survey on the 
educational recommendations (results to be published 
shortly), and the activities in place and/or planned to 
occur across the state. The nurses of northeast Tennessee 
have been working on these recommendations prior to 
this report and continue to do so since the report. This 
article will review these efforts.

In the final months of 2004, the deans or directors of 
four northeast Tennessee and southwest Virginia colleges 
(East Tennessee State University, King College, Milligan 
College, and Walters State Community College), seven 
core healthcare facilities (Wellmont Health System, 
Mountain States Health Alliance, Mountain Home VA 
Medical Center, Takoma Regional Hospital, Laughlin 
Memorial Hospital, Unicoi County Memorial Hospital, 
and Frontier Health/Woodridge Hospital), and five 
affiliate hospitals and nursing programs from the same 
regional area plus western North Carolina (Johnston 
Memorial Hospital, Tennessee Tech of Elizabethton, 
Tennessee Tech of Morristown, Caldwell Community 
College of North Carolina, and Virginia Appalachian 
TriCollege of Nursing) joined together to form the 
Appalachian Consortium for Nursing Education and 
Practice (ACNEP). The original objectives of this group 
were to facilitate nursing clinical training sites, form a 
network of communication among schools and healthcare 
agencies, and to graduate and hire a sufficient number of 
nurses to meet the workload needs of the region. There 
have been some changes in membership, such as the 
addition of Northeast State Community College and our 
newest member, Tusculum College, but the membership 
has remained stable. Across time, our goals continue to 
be the same as they were originally, but additional goals 
have been added as current issues, needs, and priorities 
arise. These additions have primarily addressed changes 
to or additional policies from the state or health care 
system. The initial efforts of this group were highlighted 
in a poster session at the Southern Regional Education 
Board annual meeting.

One of the first activities of this group was to submit 

a grant to purchase a pediatric high-fidelity simulator 
for use among the schools and to provide a program of 
education and training using the simulator. This original 
grant was not funded, but the second grant was funded 
and provided funding for education and training.

The second project that was undertaken by the 
group was the development of a process to identify 
and schedule clinical sites among the area health care 
agencies for area nursing programs which resulted in the 
formation of the ACNEP Clinical Scheduling Committee 
comprised of nursing clinical faculty from area schools 
of nursing from northeast Tennessee, southwest Virginia, 
and western North Carolina. The Clinical Scheduling 
Committee meets face to face one time per semester to 
schedule clinical placements for the immediate following 
semester. The face to face meetings allow negotiation 
for and sharing of clinical units that was not previously 
possible when placements were granted by local health 
care agencies upon request by the schools.

Initially, placements were documented and maintained 
on excel spreadsheets by the committee chair with 
copies provided to the clinical agencies. In a cooperative 
effort between Mountain States Health Alliance and 
Wellmont Health Systems to support the committee’s 
work, a scheduling software package was purchased 
allowing committee members to enter their school’s 
placements following each meeting of the committee. 
Use of the scheduling software added the ability of 
individual clinical units to see the school placements and 
plan accordingly for providing practice opportunities 
for nursing students. The ongoing work of the Clinical 
Scheduling Committee continues to yield expanded 
clinical time and placement opportunities for regional 
nursing students through the dialogue and problem 
solving efforts of the members that they believe can only 
be maximized through face to face meetings.

In September 2011, the members of ACNEP 
identified the need to provide nursing students 
additional information on professionalism and the 
current requirements and expectations from future 
healthcare employers. A task force was organized 
under the leadership of Melessia Webb, Dean of 
Nursing at Northeast State, to offer the first regional 
workshop for nursing students with an attendance of 880 
participants. The title of this offering was The Journey 
to Professionalism – Collaboration between “Education 
and Practice.” Donna Caum from the Tennessee 
Professional Assistance Program spoke on Safe, Ethical, 
and Professional Practice. She was followed by Martha 
Barr from the Tennessee Board of Nursing who spoke 
on Regulation for Nursing Practice. Next, Elizabeth 
Smith, an American Nurses’ Association member and 
delegate, spoke on the Importance of Being Politically 
Active, and the program ended with a panel of health care 
nursing administrators and new graduates who spoke 
about the transition to work as a nurse. It is expected that 
this workshop will be repeated on an every other year 

basis. Student feedback was very positive. This allowed 
students from different nursing programs an opportunity 
to collaborate.

Currently, the members of ACNEP are completing the 
development of a recruitment brochure for area junior 
and senior high school students who are interested in 
nursing as a career. This brochure includes information 
on the profession of nursing in general, but also specific 
information on area nursing schools and healthcare 
agencies. Individuals wishing to become nurses can 
attend nursing programs across the region from LPN 
through doctoral education that provide a full array of 
educational options which also include articulation and 
dual degree options between the community colleges and 
universities. Employment opportunities for nurses are 
also varied and comprehensive. In other words, one can 
acquire education to become a nurse at any level and can 
work in almost any specialty in the region that ACNEP 
serves. In addition, a number of other recruitment items, 
such as t-shirts and pens, will be a part of this campaign.

Across the years, ACNEP has met three to four 
times per year. One consistent part of our meetings 
is the discussion of policies that affect all of us and 
sharing information from our individual sites. Some of 
the policies that have been discussed are clinical health 
requirements, criminal background checks, and clinical 
placement. We have also discussed the need to have a 
consistent message to our area legislators on such topics 
as the recommendations from the IOM report, the roles 
and responsibilities of advanced practice registered 
nurses, and the contributions that nurses have made in 
our region.

We believe that much more can be accomplished when 
we all work together as opposed to individually. It is this 
belief that has allowed ACNEP to achieve those things 
that we set out to meet. Perhaps of most value are the 
relationships that we have made and strengthened over the 
years. We will continue to address the recommendations 
of the IOM report, but also to deliver graduates and 
products that advance the health and healthcare of our 
region.

*Current members of ACNEP include: Wendy 
Nehring, East Tennessee State University; Linda 
McConnell, Deborah Bailey, Benita Barker, Teresa 
England, and Linda Null, James H. Quillen Veterans 
Affairs Center; Joanne Quinn, King College; Melinda 
Collins, Milligan College; Pat Niday, Kathryn Wilhoit, 
Jessica Denney, Susan Fannon, Libby Flippo, Kim 
Kelley, and Karen Snyder, Mountain States Health 
Alliance; Melessia Webb, Northeast State Community 
College; Terri Blevins, Tennessee Technology Center at 
Elizabethton; Lois Ewen and Nancy Moody, Tusculum 
College; Kathy Mitchell, Virginia Appalachian Tricollege 
Nursing Program; Marty Rucker and Cheryl McCall, 
Walters State Community College; and Terri Marcum 
and Penny Miller, Wellmont Health Systems.

Advanced Practice Registered Nurses
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Call for Candidates
In 2012, TNA will elect the following positions: President Elect, Vice President, 
Treasurer, and two members of the Nominating Committee. If you wish to run 
for office, please fill out this form and return it to the TNA office. Forms must be 
received in the TNA office by May 18, 2012.

Fax to (615) 254-0303 or mail to 545 Mainstream Drive, Suite 405, Nashville, TN 37228-1296.
Email: bmartin@tnaonline.org

Name  _________________________________________________  Credentials ___________________________

Home Address ________________________________________________________________________________

City __________________________________________________  State _______  Zip ____________________

Home Telephone _______________________________  Work Telephone _______________________________

Email  _______________________________________________________________________________________

Current  Employer  ____________________________________________________________________________

Position _____________________________________________________________________________________

Candidate for  ________________________________________________________________________________

Briefly describe your qualifications and interest in serving.

Submit a letter of endorsement from your District President (Can be emailed or faxed.)

By signing this form, if you are elected, you agree to:

1. Assist TNA in implementing the goals of the organization.
2. Actively support all resolutions approved at the Annual Convention.
3. Attend meetings as required in the TNA Bylaws.
4. If elected as an ANA delegate, attend the ANA House of Delegates.
5. My membership in the Tennessee Nurses Association is current. 

TNA Membership # ________________________________________

 ___________________________________  I am currently a member of TNA District # ____________________
                              Signature

EARLY CALL FOR 
RESOLUTIONS

The Tennessee Nurses Association is issuing a formal 
Call for Resolutions for the 2012 TNA House of Delegates 
to be held during the TNA & TASN Joint Convention on 
October 19-21, 2012 at the Franklin Marriott Cool Springs, 
Franklin, Tenn.

Resolutions can be submitted by any TNA member. 
If you wish to submit a Resolution, please submit it in 
writing to TNA no later than August 20, 2012. If you 
should need assistance, please contact Barbara at the TNA 
office at bmartin@tnaonline.org.

Go
 W

es
t

The BesT and 
BrighTesT
go wesT.

ACCELERATE youR CAREER 
wiTh A MAsTER of sCiEnCE in 
nuRsing DEgREE fRoM uwg.

Choose Health Systems Leadership 
to oversee patient groups as a clinical 
nurse leader or prepare for a variety 
of nursing management positions 
within the ever-evolving healthcare 
arena. Select Nursing Education to 
develop expertise in health education, 
patient education, higher education or 
professional development. Accepting 
applications for Fall 2012.

Post-masters certificates are 
also available. With 95 percent of 
coursework available online, it’s 
easy to blend scholarly achievement 
with service to humanity. Accepting 
applications for Spring 2013.

EdD in Nursing Education approved by 
Board of Regents and pending SACS 
approval for offering in Fall 2012 or 
Spring 2013.

http://nursing.westga.edu

 

For more information, 
contact Alyicia Richards 
at alyrich@westga.edu 
or 678-839-5115.

Director, School of Nursing

Nursing Faculty, Tenure-Track
Three Positions

Application procedures: visit https://mtsujobs.mtsu.
edu and follow the instructions on how to complete an 
online application. EO/AA Employer.

We have recently expanded and remodeled our 
CCU and are looking for 

FT	Night	Shift	and	PRN	CCU	RNs.	
Must have previous CCU/ICU experience. 

Applicants can apply at:

www.hendersonvillemedicalcenter.com

Simplify your nursing research... 

nursingALD.com
Simply click on the Newsletter tab on the 

far right and enter your search term.

with access to over 
10 years of nursing 
publications at your 
fingertips.
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“Nurses Leading to the Future”
 2012 TNF Scholarly Writing Contest

$1,000 Award
Deadline: March 31

The Tennessee Nurses Foundation is sponsoring a scholarly 
writing contest for TNA members.  A $1,000 award will be 
presented to the winner as part of the celebration of Nurses Week 
2012. For details, visit www.tnaonline.org and click on the TN 
Nurses Foundation link on the left-hand side of the home page. 
Contest is open to all TNA members. Join TNA today!Loewenberg School of Nursing

Preparing leaders. Promoting health.

You, To a Higher Degree.
The Online RN to BSN Degree   

The University of Memphis Loewenberg 
School of Nursing offers an online Bachelor 
of Science in Nursing (BSN) degree for 
Registered Nurses. Advance your career 
while working closely with faculty, nurses 
and patients — at times and locations 
that are most convenient for you.

All students are eligible for in-state tuition. 
To apply and learn more about one of the 
nation’s top nursing programs, log on to
memphis.edu/rntobsn.

901.678.2003
rntobsn@memphis.edu
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New and Reinstated Members
District 1

Lisa Best, Linda R. Billings, Jennifer Dolmon, Cynthia 
S. Hite, Mindy Jacobson Lipson, Roslyn D. Nichols, 
Josefina E. Palmer, Sue A. Piller, Paula  Walker

District 2
Laura A. Cutler, Douglas Donovan Dodd, Barbara K. 

Folsom, Heather Hamstra, Helen G. Oledan, Joni Orrick, 
Charles R. Sanders, Shelly Renee Shempert

District 3
Lindsey A. Baksh, Katherine E. Farquhar, Tally Sam 

Fitzgerald, Kathleen Grubb, Kathryn M. Heidorn, Tara 
Jenkins, Stephanie Johnson-Smalley, Jana L. Lauderdale, 
Andrea D. Lee, Carole J. Lovering, Leilani  Mason-Smieja, 
Christina M. Moore, Sean E. Smithey, Christine S. Tomes, 
Joanne L. Waldrup, Lindsey Williford

District 4
Clara Jo Bradley, Curtis C. Dush, Lashaun L. Paul, 

Nancy Savage, Pamela L. West

District 5
Terri A. Blevins, Melissa R. Cogdill, Melinda K. 

Collins, Kim M. Harp, Norma Jean Rogers, Michelle L. 
Sampson, April L. Stidham, Somer J. Young

District 6
Melissa L. Bolton, Christine F. Byrer, Twonia Goyer, 

Andrea L. Hay, Ramsey  Paulk

District 8
Janice  Pearsall, Debra H. Sullivan

District 9
Ashley D. Dodson, Deborah Sutherland, Cheryl L. 

Wathen

District 10
Jamie J. Morris, Rina M. Prosser, Melissa B. Swinea

District 15
Jayna Reyes, Tiffany N. Smith

Member News
Laura Beth Brown, MSN, 

RN, President of Vanderbilt 
Home Care, has been named 
Vice President for Vanderbilt 
Health Services. Her appointment 
was effective Jan. 15. While 
continuing to serve as President 
for Vanderbilt Home Care, 
Brown’s scope of responsibilities 
will expand to include operational 
oversight for Vanderbilt 
Health Services (VHS) and its 
subsidiary entities. Brown was 
also recently named as one of 
73 CMS Innovators Advisors in the first group selected 
who will work to broadly help individuals refine, apply, 
and sustain managerial and technical skills necessary to 
drive delivery system reform for the benefit of Medicare, 
Medicaid, and Children’s Health Insurance Program 
(CHIP) beneficiaries.

Susan Andrews, MSN, RN, 
PMHNP-BC, has been named 
as the new psychiatric nurse 
practitioner in University Health 
Services (UHS) at the University 
of Tennessee Health Science 
Center (UTHSC). Andrews 
will provide behavioral health 
interventions to support students 
in achieving their academic 
goals and address issues that 
include stress-related anxiety 
and depression. Andrews’ 
addition to UHS is part of the 
unit’s expansion to meet the growing needs of the UTHSC 
campus community.

Cathy Taylor, DrPH, MSN, 
RN, has been named as the new 
dean of the Gordon E. Inman 
College of Health Sciences & 
Nursing at Belmont University. 
Taylor most recently served as 
the assistant commissioner for 
the Tennessee Department of 
Health’s Bureau of Health Services 
Administration where she oversaw 
delivery of traditional public health 
and primary care services in 89 
rural counties and contracted 
services with Tennessee’s six 
metropolitan health departments. Taylor began her new 
position at Belmont on Feb. 1, 2012.

Mona Newsome Wicks, 
PhD, RN, FAAN, has accepted 
an invitation to serve on the 
American Academy of Nursing 
2012 Meeting and Conference 
Planning Committee. Wicks is 
Associate Dean and Professor in 
the Nursing-Research Programs 
Department at the University of 
Tennessee Health Science Center.

Laura Beth Brown

Susan Andrews

Cathy Taylor

Mona Newsome 
Wicks

Earn a Credential That’s in Demand Nationwide
•   “Top 15” ranked nursing school
•   Practice specialties for all interests
•   State-of-the-art nursing informatics 

and facilities
•   Community of scholars with broad 

faculty expertise
•   Distance learning opportunities
•   New BSN to DNP option

Master of Science in Nursing (MSN)

Doctor of Nursing Practice (DNP)

PhD in Nursing Science
clinical interventions, health services research

Learn more. Apply today.
www.nursing.vanderbilt.edu

Vanderbilt is an equal opportunity affirmative action university.

1024 Central Park Drive
Steamboat Springs, CO 80487

YVMC is a drug free workplace and applicants 
must pass a pre-employment drug screen.

Yampa Valley Medical Center is a community not-
for-profit, regional hospital located in the ski town 
of Steamboat Springs, CO with 39 inpatient beds, 
a Level IV trauma center and a Level II Nursery.

Yampa Valley Medical Center offers a
variety of career opportunities including:

• Clinical  Nurse Educator
• RN–Operating Room

Check	our	website	www.yvmc.org for
additional nursing opportunities.

We offer a comprehensive benefit package with RELOCATION ALLOWANCE and a healthy 
working environment. The entire family will enjoy our small-town lifestyle, world-class ski resort, 

recreational and cultural activities and scenic splendor in the spectacular Rocky Mountains.

EOE

To apply call: 970-870-1118
Fax: 970-871-2337

email: careers@yvmc.org

Clinical Excellence

   If that is your career goal,

BAPTIST has been doing it for 100 years!

Looking for a rewarding nursing career? Baptist has plenty of options.
Much has changed in the past 100 years, but Baptist Memorial Health Care’s commitment to 
providing high-quality care has not. We offer our nurses opportunities in a number of clinical areas, 
from the bedside to physician offices. EOE

Whether you’re looking for high-tech, high-touch, or something in between, Baptist is the place for 
you. Right now, we have the following leadership opportunities:

•  Clinical Peds Expert-Systemwide  •  Director of Stem Cell Transplant Center
•  Director of Clinical Documentation  •  RN Manager-High Risk Oncology-Myelo

For more information on these and other opportunities,
please visit www.baptistonline.org/careers.

Find the perfect nursing 
job where you can work 
smarter, not harder on

nursingALD.com
Registration is free, fast, confidential 
and easy! You will receive an e-mail 

when a new job posting matches 
your job search.
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ANA News

Association Joins National
“Care About Your Care” Campaign 

SILVER SPRING, MD–The American Nurses 
Association (ANA) has signed on as a partner with the 
“Care About Your Care” campaign, a national initiative to 
increase awareness about how critically important it is that 
Americans take an active role in managing their health and 
making informed health care decisions.

Convened by the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, the 
campaign is supported by the U.S. Department of Health 
and Human Services’ Agency for Healthcare Research and 
Quality, the Office of the National Coordinator for Health 
Information Technology. A key element of the effort is 
a new website, www.CareAboutYourCare.org, which 
includes extensive resources to help Americans understand, 
identify and receive high-quality health care.

“For more than 100 years, the American Nurses 
Association has been committed to improving the quality 
of health care and ensuring patient safety,” said ANA 
President Karen Daley, PhD, MPH, RN, FAAN. “ANA is 
pleased to support the Care About Your Care campaign to 
help empower consumers to be active participants in their 
health care and to make informed choices.”

Nurses play a key role in the delivery of quality health 
care and successful patient outcomes.

An example is the Magnet Recognition Program®. 
Managed by ANA’s subsidiary, the American Nurses 
Credentialing Center (ANCC), Magnet recognition is 
the gold standard for nursing excellence. By choosing a 
hospital with Magnet status, patients can have confidence 
in the overall quality of a hospital and know they are going 
to receive excellent nursing care.

There are more than 389 health care facilities across the 
U.S. that have earned Magnet status. Research shows that 
Magnet hospitals:

• Consistently deliver better patient outcomes

• Have shorter lengths of patients stays, lower death 
rates

• Improve patient safety and satisfaction

For more information about the Magnet Recognition 
Program and to locate a facility in your area, visit 
www.nursecredentialing.org/Magnet.aspx.

ANA Supports Efforts to 
Empower Americans to 
Get Better Health Care

PERSONAL BEST.
ANCC Board-Certified.

I’m proud and in charge of my nursing career.  
And I trust ANCC certification to help me  
maintain and validate the professional skills  
I need to remain a confident and accomplished 
nurse for years to come.

 Find out how to be the best at  
www.nursecredentialing.org/Certification

American Nurses Credentialing Center. All Rights Reserved.
The American Nurses Credentialing Center (ANCC) is a subsidiary of the  
American Nurses Association (ANA).

© 2012
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ANA News

Association Joins National Consumer 
eHealth Program Launch 

SILVER SPRING, MD–The American Nurses 
Association (ANA) pledged to educate consumers about 
the benefits of electronic health information, as part 
of a national campaign launched to engage consumers 
in improving their own health through information 
technology.

ANA made a formal pledge to develop educational 
materials on health information technology for registered 
nurses to share with consumers, in support of the 
Consumer eHealth Program established by the Office 
of the National Coordinator for Health Information 
Technology (ONC), U.S. Department of Health and Human 
Services (HHS). The ANA initiative will help people 
understand the benefits of using their electronic health 
records to prevent illness and manage chronic conditions, 
and to track history of immunizations, clinical exams and 
hospitalizations. 

Health information technology provides a platform 
for capturing and sharing standardized data, such as lab 
results, tests, treatment history, medication profiles and 
basic medical information. 

“Health information technology can improve care by 
ensuring that care is based on evidence. It also allows 
health care professionals from different clinical settings 
and disciplines to communicate effectively about a 
patient’s care to avoid duplication of services and ensure 

ANA Pledges to Help Patients Improve Care
Through Use of Electronic Health Information

nothing important is missed through a lost paper trail or 
failed memory,” said ANA President Karen Daley, PhD, 
MPH, RN, FAAN. “This unique platform for compiling 
and analyzing data also supports one of the strongest tenets 
of nursing—educating the health care consumer.” 

ANA will ask nurses to submit examples of innovative 
use of health information technology in their practices, 
including methods they employ to engage patients in the 
use of that technology to improve their health, such as 
patient portals. ANA intends to share such models with 
ONC to demonstrate nursing’s effectiveness in developing 
consumer-oriented health information technology 
strategies. 

ANA has long recognized the importance of using 
standardized data and information technology to improve 
the quality of care. ANA began promoting the broad use 
of health information technology in the 1990s, designating 
nursing informatics as a nursing specialty and publishing 
the first scope and standards of practice documents for that 
specialty. Nursing informatics integrates nursing science, 
computer science and information science to manage and 
communicate data, information, knowledge and wisdom in 
nursing practice. 

In 1998, ANA established the National Database for 
Nursing Quality Indicators® (NDNQI®), the nation’s 
only comprehensive database allowing hospitals to 
compare nursing performance measures at the unit level. 
For example, a hospital can compare its rate of hospital-
acquired pressure ulcers in intensive care units to similar 

units at other NDNQI-participating hospitals in the region, 
state or nation, providing a benchmark for performance 
and quality of care. 

ANA values its relationship and partnership with health 
care consumers and their families and is well-positioned 
to create opportunities that will further engage consumers 
in improving their own health through information 
technology. 
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American Nurses Association/Tennessee Nurses 
Association Membership—It’s Your Privilege!Part Of Your ANA/TNA Dues 

Are Tax Deductible!
You are allowed to deduct, as a professional/
business expense, the percentage of dues that are 
NOT used by ANA or by TNA for political activities 
such as lobbying at the legislature. In 2011, the non-
deductible percentage for ANA’s portion of the dues 
is 21.89%. The non-deductible percentage for TNA’s 
portion of the dues is 22.8%.

Deductible Amounts:
Full membership in both ANA and TNA 

paying $278 @ 55.31%—the deduction would be 
$153.76.

Reduced membership in both ANA and TNA 
paying $139 @ 55.31%—the deduction would be 
$76.88.

TNA State-Only member paying $190 @ 
77.2%—the deduction would be $146.68. 

Do you work at the VA? Join TNA today for only 
$10.70 a pay period.
Check Payroll Deduction on the lower right-hand 
side of the TNA Membership application. A TNA 
staff member will send you the form you need to 
take to the VA Payroll Department to setup your 
payroll deduction dues plan. It’s that simple. You 
will never miss $10.70 from your paycheck and you 
will have gained so much in return. If you have any 
questions, call 615-254-0350.

TNA also has Payroll Deduction Dues plans set 
up at the:
Regional Medical Center – Memphis @ $11.59 per 
pay period

Register Early: $1249
jurexnurse.com
or call (901) 496-5447

Earn $150/hr!
Any Nurse Can Get 
Certif ied as a Legal 
Nurse Consultant in 
only 2 Days.

Orlando: March 17&18
Nashville: April14 &15
St. Louis: April 28 & 29
Indianapolis: June 2 & 3

Cody Allison & Associates, PLLC
-ATTORNEYS-

  We represent nurses who have been 
injured on the job throughout Tennessee.

(615) 234-6000
www.workcompteamtn.com

Clarksville,	TN	

Applications are invited for the tenure-track positions of 
Adult Health, Pediatric Nursing, and Community Health 

to begin August, 2012. 

Please refer all questions to facultyapplications@apsu.edu
Applications	taken	online	only	at	https://jobs.tbr.edu

Austin	Peay	State	University,	a	TBR	institution,	is	an	AA/EEO	employer.

Trying to 
        Balance    

      
  

            your life?

Find the perfect nursing 
job that meets your 

needs on

nursingALD.com
Registration is free, fast, confidential and easy! 

You will receive an e-mail when a new job posting 
matches your job search. 
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Discover... What the
University of Tennessee at Chattanooga

School of Nursing has to offer.

Graduate Programs
 MSN Family Nurse Practitioner Program
  Combination of online, hybrid and face-to-face
  learning with flexible scheduling

 MSN Nurse Anesthesia Program
  Face-to-face learning with some online courses
  and distance learning site in Tupelo, Mississippi

 Doctor of Nursing Practice Program
  Completely online program offering a Post Master
  DNP and soon a Post Baccalaureate option

Contact Sarah Blackburn at (423) 425-4750 or at 
Sarah-Blackburn@utc.edu for more information. Also, visit us 
online at www.utc.edu/Nursing.

UTC is an EEO/AA/Titles VI & IX/ADA/ADEA/Section 504 institution.

Follow  VA Careers

VAcareers.va.gov/NURSE
                       Apply Today:

I’m inventing new models
of  Veteran’s health care.

I’m not just a nurse.

Chris, VA Nurse

	 certification

www.murraystate.edu

School of Nursing
New BSN-DNP and 

Post-Master’s DNP Program Fall 2012

Advanced Practice DNP options:
•	 Family	Nurse	Practitioner–Web	based	with	campus	visits
•	 Nurse	Anesthesia	(pending	COA	approval)–Web	based	with	
campus	visits

More than 15 years experience in educating 
advanced practice nurses to meet the complex 

health care needs of society.
Strong faculty committed to excellence in 

education and practice.

For more information, please contact:
Dina Byers, PhD, APRN, ACNS-BC
Graduate Coordinator
dina.byers@murraystate.edu/270-809-6223


